FEATURES
High Grade Steel Construction
Airbrush by Art Designer
3D-Stereoscopic Displays
OLED Technology
Surround Sound System
360° Motion Tracking
Touch Panel User Interface
Multiplayer Network

Specifications
250kg / 550lbs
L:2.5m | W:1.5m | H:2.5m
230V/16A

3D VIRTUAL DRAGON

PINKAU Interactive Advertising GmbH | Germany | phone +49 381 778510 | fax +49 381 7785120 | info@pinkau.com | www.pinkau.com
VIRTUAL REALITY DRAGON SIMULATOR

Motion Capturing System
The realistic PINKAU dragon program will sweep you into an imaginary, interactive world of dragon-flying. You can see, feel and hear the virtual world. The dragon rack corresponds meticulously to everything you might experience on the flight so you can feel the sky and the environment.

Visual System
A high-resolution head-mounted-system with two stereo-monitors and 360° motion tracking gives the user a feeling of being in another world.

Network System
Integrated network units make the user able to play together in interactive games to increase the level of fun enormously.

Sound System
The dolby-surround-emulation-System, integrated in every PINKAU vr-system, brings the user in the middle of cyberspace.

Design/Branding
Individual brands and colours enable every client of PINKAU Interactive Advertising to create his own unique vr-system.

Games
Every PINKAU simulator comes with one game. As a matter of fact, we produce individual games in high quality regarding your product or your company.
For a special quotation please ask our sales-service. eMail: info@pinkau.com

Specifications
Required space: 2x3meters
Required power: 230V / 16A

The perfect virtual reality system for permanent installation in entertainment areas or as mobile unit for road shows or exhibitions.
FEATURES
Fiberglas & Steel Construction Airbrush by Art Designer 3D-Stereoscopic Displays OLED Technology Surround Sound System 360° Motion Tracking Touch Panel User Interface Various Shooter Games Multiplayer Network Cyber Gun Online Access

Specifications
160kg / 350 lbs L:1.5m | W:1.5m | H:1.3m 230V/16A
VIRTUAL REALITY STANDUP-SYSTEM FOR ONE PLAYER

Visual System
A high-resolution head-mounted-system with 2 stereo-monitors and 360° motion tracking gives the user a feeling of being in another world.

Sound System
The dolby surround emulation system, integrated in every Pinkau vr-system, brings the user in the middle of cyberspace.

Design/Branding
Individual brands and colours enable every client of PINKAU Interactive Advertising to create his own unique vr-system.

Games
Every Pinkau simulator comes with one game which can be chosen from our library.

As a matter of fact, we produce individual games in high quality regarding your product or your company. For a special quotation please ask our sales-service. eMail: info@pinkau.com

Specifications
Required space: 2x2meters
Required power: 230V / 16A

The perfect virtual reality system for permanent installation in entertainment areas or as mobile unit for road shows or exhibitions.
MADE IN GERMANY

FEATURES
- Fiberglas & Steel Construction
- Airbrush by Art Designer
- 3D-Stereoscopic Displays
- OLED Technology
- Surround Sound System
- 360° Motion Tracking
- Touch Panel User Interface
- Multiplayer Network

Specifications
- 140kg / 310 lbs
- L: 1.6m  W: 1.5m  H: 1.4m
- 230V/16A

3D VR ONE SEAT
EXPLORE ANOTHER WORLD
VIRTUAL REALITY ONE-SEAT DIVING OR FLYING SYSTEM

Visual System
A high-resolution head-mounted-system with two stereo-monitors and 360° motion tracking gives the user the feeling of being in another world.

Sound System
The Dolby Surround Emulation System, integrated in every PINKAU VR-System, brings the user in the middle of cyberspace.

Network System
Integrated networks units make the user able to play together in interactive games to increase the level of fun enormously.

Design/Branding
Individual brands and colours enable every client of PINKAU Interactive Advertising to create his own unique VR-System.

Games
Every PINKAU Simulator comes with one diving or flying game which can be chosen from our library. As a matter of fact, we produce individual games in high quality regarding your product or your company. For a special quotation please ask our sales-service. eMail: info@pinkau.com

Specifications
Required space: 3x2meters
Required power: 230V / 16A

The perfect virtual reality system for permanent installation in entertainment areas or as mobile unit for road shows or exhibitions.
**FEATURES**
- High Grade Steel Construction
- Airbrush by Art Designer
- 3D - Stereoscopic OLED
- Surround Sound System
- Professional Race Pedal Set
- 360° Motion Tracking
- Various Racing Games
- Multiplayer Network
- Ultra Force Feedback
- Ultra Vibro Seat
- Online Access

**Specifications**
- 170kg / 375 lbs
- L:2.0m l W:0.6m l H:2.2m

---

**3D VR RACER**
EXPLORE ANOTHER WORLD
VIRTUAL REALITY RACE SIMULATOR

Visual System
A high-resolution head-mounted-system with 2 stereo-monitors and 360° motion tracking gives the user a feeling of being in another world.

Network System
Integrated network units make the user able to play together in interactive games to increase the level of fun enormously.

Sound System
The dolby surround emulation system, integrated in every Pinkau vr-system, brings the user in the middle of cyberspace.

Design/Branding
Individual brands and colours enable every client of Pinkau Interactive Advertising to create his own unique vr-system.

Games
Every Pinkau simulator comes with one game, which can be chosen from our library. As a matter of fact, we produce individual games in high quality regarding your product or your company. For a special quotation please ask our sales-service. eMail: info@pinkau.com

Specifications
Required space: 2x0.6x2.2metres
Required power: 230V / 16A
FEATURES
High resolution head-mounted system
360° motion tracking
Integrated network units
Surround Sound System
Individual brands and colours

Specifications
160kg / 350 lbs
L:1.5m | W:1.5m | H:1.3m
230V/16A

3D VR BIKE
EXPLORE ANOTHER WORLD
3D VIRTUAL REALITY BIKE

Motion Capturing System
The realistic Pinkau Bike program will sweep you into an imaginary, interactive world of cycling. You can see, feel and hear the virtual world. The bike brake corresponds meticulously to everything you might experience on the road so you can feel the street and the environment.

Visual System
A high-resolution head-mounted-system with 2 stereo-monitors and 360° motion tracking gives the user a feeling of being in another world.

Network System
Integrated network units make the user able to play together in interactive games to increase the level of fun enormously.

Sound System
The dolby surround emulation system, integrated in every Pinkau vr-system, brings the user in the middle of cyberspace.

Design/Branding
Individual brands and colours enable every client of Pinkau Interactive Advertising to create his own unique vr-system.

Games
Every Pinkau simulator comes with one game which can be chosen from our library. As a matter of fact, we produce individual games in high quality regarding your product or your company. For a special quotation ask our sales-service. eMail: info@pinkau.com

Specifications
Required space: 2x2metres
Required power: 230V / 16A
FEATURES
High-Resolution Head-Mounted-System
Two Stereo Monitors
360° Motion Tracking
Dolby Surround System
Integrated Network
Individual Brands and Colours
Various Games

Specifications
L:5.0m | W:2.0m | H:2.0m
4230V/16A

VR TWIN SYSTEM
EXPLORE ANOTHER WORLD
VIRTUAL REALITY STANDUP-SYSTEM FOR TWO PLAYERS

Visual System
A high-resolution head-mounted-system with two stereo-monitors and 360° motion tracking gives the user a feeling of being in another world.

Sound System
The dolby surround emulation system, integrated in every Pinkau vr-system, brings the user in the middle of cyberspace.

Network System
Integrated network units make the users able to play together in interactive games to increase the level of fun enormously.

Design/Branding
Individual brands and colours enable every client of PINKAU Interactive Advertising to create his own unique vr-system.

Games
Every Pinkau simulator comes with one game which can be chosen from our library.

As a matter of fact, we produce individual games in high quality regarding your product or your company. For a special quotation please ask our sales-service. eMail: info@pinkau.com

Specifications
Required space: 2x5meters
Required power: 230V / 16A

The perfect virtual reality system for permanent installation in entertainment areas or as mobile unit for road shows or exhibitions.
MOTION SIMULATOR
LET THE JOURNEY BEGIN...

FEATURES
3 axis Motion-System with pitch, roll and heave Movments
High-Resolution Monitor-System
6-Channel Surrounding Sound System
Integrated Network
Individual Brands and Colours
5 Ride Films

Specifications
L: 4.0m | W: 3.0m | H: 3.0m
400V/32A
ACTIVE OR PASSIVE MOTION SIMULATOR SX3002

Motion System
3 axis motion-system with pitch, roll and heave movements simulates realistic motion in every film or game.

Visual System
The integrated high-resolution monitor-system generates a sophisticated visual experience for all users. Optional we implement the Pinkau 3D-stereoscopic technology for ultimate 3D adventures in every simulator-system.

Sound System
The 6–channel surrounding sound system, integrated in every Pinkau simulator, brings the user in the middle of another world.

Design/Branding
Individual brands and colours enable every client of PINKAU Interactive Advertising to create his own unique simulator.

Ridefilms and Games
Every PINKAU Simulator comes with five ride films for passive or three games for active simulators. As a matter of fact, we produce individual games or ride films in high quality regarding your product or your company.
For a special quotation please ask our salesservice. eMail: info@pinkau.com

Specifications
Required space: 3x4x3meters
Required power: 400V / 32A

The perfect motion simulator for permanent installation in entertainment areas or as mobile unit for road shows or exhibitions.
FEATURES
6 axis Motion-System with pitch, roll and heave movements
High-Resolution Monitor-System
6-Channel Surrounding Sound System
Integrated Network
Individual Brands and Colours
5 Ride Films

Specifications
L: 4.0m | W: 3.0m | H: 3.0m
400V/32A

MOTION SIMULATOR
LET THE JOURNEY BEGIN...
MOTION SIMULATOR SX6002

Motion System
6 axis motion-system with pitch, roll, yaw, sway, surge and heave movements simulates realistic motion in every film or game.

Visual System
The integrated high-resolution monitor-system generates a sophisticated visual experience for all users. Optional we implement the Pinkau 3D-stereoscopic technology for ultimate 3D adventures in every simulator-system.

Sound System
The 6–channel surrounding sound system, integrated in every Pinkau simulator, brings the user in the middle of another world.

Network System
Integrated network units make the user able to play together in interactive games to increase the level of fun enormously.

Design/Branding
Individual brands and colours enable every client of Pinkau Interactive Advertising to create his own unique simulator.

Ridefilms and Games
Every Pinkau simulator comes with 5 ride films for passive or 3 games for active simulators. As a matter of fact, we produce individual games or ride films in high quality regarding your product or your company. For a special quotation please ask our sales service.

eMail: info@pinkau.com

Specifications
Required space: 3x4x3metres
Required power: 400V / 32A
FEATURES
6 axis Motion-System with pitch, roll and heave movements
High-Resolution Monitor-System
6-Channel Surrounding Sound System
Integrated Network
Individual Brands and Colours
5 Ride Films

Specifications
L:4.0m  W:3.0m  H:3.0m
400V/32A

MOTION SIMULATOR
LET THE JOURNEY BEGIN...
MOTION SIMULATOR SX600XX

Motion System
6 axis motion-system with pitch, roll, yaw, sway, surge and heave movements simulates realistic motion in every film or game.

Visual System
The integrated high-resolution monitor-system generates a sophisticated visual experience for all users. Optional we implement the Pinkau 3D-stereoscopic technology for ultimate 3D adventures in every simulator-system.

Sound System
The 6–channel surrounding sound system, integrated in every Pinkau simulator, brings the user in the middle of another world.

Network System
Integrated network units make the user able to play together in interactive games to increase the level of fun enormously.

Design/Branding
Individual brands and colours enable every client of Pinkau Interactive Advertising to create his own unique simulator.

Ridefilms and Games
Every Pinkau simulator comes with 5 ride films for passive or 3 games for active simulators which can be chosen from our library. As a matter of fact, we produce individual games or ride films in high quality regarding your product or your company. For a special quotation please ask our salesservice. eMail: info@pinkau.com

Specifications
Required space: depends on
Required power: 400V / 32A
FEATURES
One Screen or Three-Screen splitting Systems
High-End Sound System
Integrated Network Units
Individual Brands and Colours
3D Racing Game

Specifications
L: 4.0m  W: 2.0m  H: 2.0m
230V/16A

FORMULA 1 SIMULATOR
THE ULTIMATE RACING EXPERIENCE
FORMULA1 SIMULATOR

Visual System
One screen or three-screen-splitting systems are integrated in the Pinkau F1 simulators to generate a sophisticated visual experience for all users.

Sound System
The high-end sound system, integrated in every Pinkau F1-Simulator, brings the user in the middle of another world.

Network System
Integrated network units make the user able to play together in interactive games to increase the level of fun enormously.

Design/Branding
Individual brands and colours enable every client of Pinkau Interactive Entertainment to create his own unique simulator. Ingame we integrate individual perimeter advertising along the race course regarding the wishes of our clients.

Games
Every Pinkau F1-Simulator comes with one 3D F1-Racing-Game. As a matter of fact, we produce individual games in high quality regarding the wishes of our clients. For a special quotation please ask our sales-service. eMail: info@pinkau.com

Specifications
Required space: 4x2x2meters
Required power: 230V / 16A

The perfect motion simulator for permanent installation in entertainment areas or as mobile unit for road shows or exhibitions.
10–20 SEAT WIRELESS 3D THEATRE SOLUTION

“Having myself co-directed the first IMAX 3D Movie entitled “TRANSITION” as well as having been involved with a few others, and being a 3D enthusiast, I tend to be a critical towards new technologies that are being developed. In the terms of image quality, 3D effect, as well as comfort of viewing, this 3D Processor is truly impressive. After all these years, we finally have a projection technology that effectively produces the 3D experience.”

M.Collin Low, producer and co-director of the first IMAX 3D movie

FEATURES

1 x 3D stereoscopic-processor - brilliant DVD 3D image quality PAL/NTSC (640x480), 3D richness that rivals with the best movie theatre experiences images you can almost reach out and touch unparalleled screening comfort.

1 x 3D Projector DLP
The new NEC 3D DLP is a high end desktop projector that allows comfortable presentations from nearly every place in the room. Thanks to "3D Reform" - the horizontal, vertical and diagonal keystone correction - the picture can be adjusted from nearly every projection angle to the wall (horizontal +-35°, vertical +-40°). His XGA resolution with 2.400 Ansi lumens shows a brilliant picture not only by it’s unbeliveable contrast of 1.600:1.

1 x Dolby Surround / THX 6.1
1 x 3D DVD – Player multisync
20 x 3D Shutter-Glasses wireless
1 x 3D Screen 3,00 x 2,40m
1 x 3D Standup System
3x 3D DVD-Videos (choose from our library)

As a matter of fact, we produce individual films and trailers in 3D stereoscopic in high quality regarding your product or your company. For a special quotation please ask our sales-service.
eMail: info@pinkau.com
COMPLETE 3D THEATRE SOLUTION FOR UNTIL 1000 SEATS

“Having myself co-directed the first IMAX 3D Movie entitled “TRANSITION” as well as having been involved with a few others, and being a 3D enthusiast, I tend to be a critical towards new technologies that are being developed. In the terms of image quality, 3D effect, as well as comfort of viewing, this 3D Processor is truly impressive. After all these years, we finally have a projection technology that effectively produces the 3D experience.”

M. Collin Low, producer and co-director of the first IMAX 3D movie

FEATURES

1 x Pinkau HD 3DXP Stereo Cinema Controller
incl. Pinkau Stereoscopic Software Bundle
2 x DLP 3D Projector incl. Polfilter
1 x Back- or Frontprojection Screen
1 x Dolby Surround / Digital / THX 5.1/ 6.1/ 7.1
3D - Glasses

Optional the Pinkau HD 3DXP Cinema can be combined with Pinkau 4D technologies (motion seats). You can buy or rent 3D-movies from our movie library.

As a matter of fact, we produce individual films and trailers in 3D stereoscopic in high quality regarding your product or your company. For a special quotation please ask our sales-service.

eMail: info@pinkau.com
COMPLETE 4D THEATRE SOLUTION FOR UNTIL 1000 SEATS

“Having myself co-directed the first IMAX 3D Movie entitled “TRANSITION” as well as having been involved with a few others, and being a 3D enthusiast, I tend to be a critical towards new technologies that are being developed. In the terms of image quality, 3D effect, as well as comfort of viewing, this 3D Processor is truly impressive. After all these years, we finally have a projection technology that effectively produces the 3D experience.”

M.Collin Low, producer and co-director of the first IMAX 3D movie

FEATURES

1 x Pinkau HD 3DXP Stereo Cinema Controller
incl. Pinkau Stereoscopic Software Bundle
2 x DLP 3D Projector incl. Polfilter
1 x Back- or Frontprojection Screen
1 x Dolby Surround / Digital / THX 5.1/ 6.1/ 7.1
3D - Glasses

Pinkau Motion Seat System
Incl. 4D effects like motion, falling, vibration, water, spraying, wind blowing and leg ticklers.

1 x Pinkau show and motion controller

You can rent or buy 4D-movies from our movie library.

As a matter of fact, we produce individual films and trailers in 3D stereoscopy and high quality regarding your product or your company. For a special quotation please ask our sales-service.

eMail: info@pinkau.com
FEATURES
20 Seat Motion-System
Realistic Motion
High-Resolution 3D-Projectors and Polarized Glasses
Dolby Surround Sound System
5D Effects like Water, Wind, Bubbles
Individual Brands

Specifications
L: 4.0m  |  W: 3.0m
H: 2.0m till 4.0m
9kW/400V

5D MOTION THEATRE
THE ULTIMATE WAY TO ENTERTAIN
5D MOTION THEATRE

Motion System
20 seat motion-system with pitch, roll, yaw, sway, surge and heave movements simulates realistic motion in every film. To increase number of seats you can combine several motion bases till more than 500 seats.

Visual System
The special high-resolution 3D-projectors and the polarized 3D-glasses generate a sophisticated visual experience for all users.

Sound System
The cinema dolby surrounding sound system, integrated in the Pinkau 5D Cinema, brings the users in the middle of another world.

5D Effect System
5D effects like water, wind, bubbles and even real interaction generate an incredible realistic feeling. The combination of motion, 3D–film, surround sound and 5D effects is the ultimate way to entertain your customers.

Design/Branding
Individual brands and colours enable every client of Pinkau Interactive Avertising to create his own unique 5D motion-theater.

Software
The Pinkau 5D motion theatre comes with five 3D-effect-films. As a matter of fact, we produce individual films and trailers in 3D stereoscopy and high quality regarding your product or your company. For a special quotation please ask our sales-service. eMail: info@pinkau.com

Specifications
Required space: 4.0x3.0x4.0metres
Required power: 9kW / 380V